
The coronavirus pandemic has placed many Queensland

households and industries in financial hardship. As we work to

speed-up economic recovery, we have a unique opportunity to

invest in renewable energy initiatives that will create jobs,

drive down electricity prices and unlock new renewable-

powered manufacturing opportunities. 

Queensland has some of the world’s best solar and wind

resources, clean energy expertise, and mineral deposits that

will help build the next generation of energy. But there are

obstacles stalling the energy transition in Queensland,

including a lack of policy to drive investment in new large-scale

renewable projects. Investment in new clean energy projects

crashed from over 1400MW in 2017 to below 20MW last year.

Queensland has the potential to utilise its cheap renewable

energy resources to power new industries, like using clean

energy to produce steel or manufacturing storage batteries

here. But these job-creating industries will not come to fruition

unless we see a significant increase in renewable energy

investment across the Sunshine State – allowing for more

cheap energy to be available for industry.

New data from the Grattan Institute makes a compelling case

for using renewable energy for onshore green steel

production, given that cheap renewable energy is one of

Australia’s main competitive advantages as the world

decarbonises. 

Dear Premier Annastacia Palaszczuk and Opposition

Leader Deb Frecklington,

Solar Citizens, 1/377 Montague rd, West End, Brisbane, 4101.

www.solarcitizens.org.au

A community voice for solar.



Ensuring the growth of the small and large-scale

renewable energy industry, so there’s a cheap energy

supply for industry and a local market for Queensland-

made renewable energy components.

Committing to a 4GW reverse auction over the next term

of government where local procurement is prioritised and

encouraged.

Rolling out 50,000 battery storage systems across

Queensland homes, prioritising the installation of

Queensland-made or developed batteries.

If Australia gained just 6.5% of the global steel market it would

create 25,000 ongoing manufacturing jobs in Queensland and

NSW and generate $65 billion in annual export revenue.

There are further opportunities to manufacture solar, wind and

storage equipment here – following in the footsteps of Victoria

and South Australia where a commitment to more clean energy

has been critical to establishing new assembly plants.

Designing, developing or manufacturing renewable energy and

storage components onshore also has the added benefit of

increasing supply chain resilience in the face of future global

events.

These are exciting opportunities for the Sunshine State, but for

them to proceed we need the next Queensland Government to

help kick-start these industries and maintain a strong pipeline

of renewable energy construction activity for the state.

We’re calling on you to encourage new renewable energy

manufacturing industries in Queensland by:


